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Figure 1. Various soap film examples.  (Section 2.1) 
A. Skew quadrilateral. B. Mobius band.
C. Catenoid. D. Catenoid with disk.
E. Tetrahedral film. F. Trefoil knot film.
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Figure 2. The representation of a tripod as a heirarchy of flat chains.  The top picture shows the  
tripod and its exterior (shaded) in the base space M.  The second row shows the three sheets of 
the covering space Y.  The exterior lifts to the shaded region, whose boundary is the sides of the 
tripod film.  The third row shows the pair covering space, with the pair representation of the film. 
The bottom row shows the first singular space, whose one-point 0-chain represents the triple point.
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Figure 3. Smeared tripod joining three vertices of an equilateral triangle.  Top picture shows the 
full smeared tripod in the base space.  Second row shows the sheets of Y with the oriented smeared film.
All these currents are actually continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.  (Section 5.8)
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Figure 4. Soap films on two rings.  Top row uses a double cover for Y.  Top left shows background
sheets as seen from sheet A.  Corresponding film at top right is a catenoid.  Bottom row uses
a cyclic triple cover for Y.  Bottom left shows background sheets as seen from sheet A. Note that
going through the center gets to a different sheet.  Thus the film has disk in middle, as shown at
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Figure 5. Soap films on a Mobius band boundary.  Top row uses a double cover for Y.  Top left
shows background sheets as seen from sheet A.  The corresponding film at top right is a Mobius band.
Bottom row uses a triple cover for Y.  Bottom left shows background sheets as seen from sheet A.
Note that going through the center gets to a different sheet.  Thus the film has disk in middle,
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Figure 6. Soap films on a trefoil knot.  Top row uses a double cover for Y.  Top left shows background
sheets as seen from sheet A.  Corresponding film at top right is a Mobius band with three half twists.
Bottom row uses a cyclic triple cover for Y.  Bottom left shows background sheets as seen from sheet A.
Note that going through the center gets to a different sheet.  Thus film has disk in middle, shown at
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Figure 7. A soap film partially touching a trefoil knot.  Top left picture shows cuts and gluings for
the triple cover.  The cut surface is a cone from the center to the knot.  The dashed lines are the cut
self-intersections.  Each cut lobe shows the gluings; e.g. the top lobe has sheet A glued to A and sheet B 
glued to sheet C both ways.  The upper right shows the background sheets as seen from sheet A.  The 
lower picture shows the soap film.  Note that the bare wire corresponds to a branch curve of order 1
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Figure 8. An oriented manifold bounded by a trefoil knot.  (Example 7.4) 
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Figure 9. Soap film on a loop penetrated by another loop.  The left shows the background sheets
as seen from sheet A.  The corresponding film at the right shows how the second loop is an 
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Figure 10. Two catenoids joined at right angles.  The top image shows the boundary wire, which  
is topologically an unknotted circle.  The bottom picture shows the film that forms using any 
cover of the complement of the boundary.  Note that this film does not have a simply connected
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Figure 11. Two catenoids joined at right angles with a disks in one.  The top picture shows the  
construction of the covering space.  The heavy dotted line is a boundary that is invisible on
sheet A.  A half-plane cut extends to its right.  The other cut surface is the same shape as the 
double catenoid surface of figure 10.  Labelling shows the background sheets seen.  
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Figure 12. Effect of line L.  The top shows a deformation possible for the film of figure 11 which
would be possible if line L were missing.  However, if line L is present, then the deformation is 
as shown at the bottom.  For convenience, the left rings have been shrunk and moved farther apart.
(Example 7.7) 
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Figure 13. Two catenoids joined at right angles with disks in both.  The top picture shows the  
construction of the covering space.  The heavy dotted lines are  boundaries that are invisible on
sheet A.  Half-plane cuts extend to the right of the horizontal line and the left of the vertical line.
The other cut surface is the same shape as the double catenoid surface of figure 10.
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Figure 14. A soap film that is a deformation retract to its boundary.  (Example 7.8)
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Figure 15. Simple closed curve bounding a different film for each different number of sheets in
the covering space.  The top picture show the background sheets for the triple cover. The bottom 
picture shows the corresponding film.  The triple line where lane B ends and lane C begins is 
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Figure 16. Real current beating crossed integral tripods.  Top left shows the presumed integral minimum 
with mass 6.  Top right shows a real solution where all lines  have density 0.5 and the mass is 5.9638. 
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Figure 17. Calibrating a straight line between two points. The top row shows the base manifold M.
The second row shows sheets A and B of the covering space Y with the reference current S.  The
dashed line is the cut for gluing the sheets together.  The straight solid lines between the points
are the soapfilm sides.  Note the orientation arrows.  The free-standing arrows show the flow.
The bottom row shows the pair covering space W with the minimal mass representation and the
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Figure 18. Tripod joining three vertices of an equilateral triangle.  Top row shows the base space M.
The second row shows the sheets of Y and the reference surface S.  Dashed lines are cuts, solid
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Figure 19. Soap film connecting the vertices of a polygon, without and with a central point.
(Example 8.7)
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Figure 20. Five films that can form on an octahedral frame.  (Example 8.8)
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Figure 21. A soap film that partially touches an unknotted boundary.  (Example 11.4) 
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